IDU-252/ IDU-254
Generic Display Units for Image System

PRODUCT OVERVIEW:
The IDU-252 / IDU-254 displays each offer a variety of functions in one SKU. These 2 and 4 button displays offers a water resistant design with interchangeable coloured or plated trim ring.

FEATURES / BENEFITS
- Compatible with the Image system modules
- Artwork customer specific
- Mount horizontally or vertically
- Water resistant design
- Front accessible/removable for replacement and servicing
- IDU-252 supports up to 4 user function buttons and 4 LEDs
- IDU-254 offers three 7 segment LEDs for information display and two users function buttons
- Mini-din connector and cable configuration
- Re-programmable through mini-din connector
- Interchangeable coloured or plated trim ring
- Artwork is heat sealed to assembly, potted with an elastomer to protect against water ingress
- Approximate Physical dimensions: O.D. 2”, Height from tub surface with trim ring 3/16”
- Standard trim ring colours available
  - Brass
  - Bone
  - Brushed Nickel
  - Biscuit
  - Chrome
  - White

OPTIONS
- Custom artwork and trim ring colours